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1. Behaviours that usually results from an acute stage of an underlying psychiatric 
condition may include all except____

     	      Depression

     	      Withdrawal

     	--->> calmness and organization

     	      Catatonia

2. Nutrition, specifically the Mediterranean-style diet, has the potential for decreasing 
the risk of having a stroke by more than half

     	--->> TRUE'

     	      FALSE'

     	      Indiffernt

     	      Not sure

3. Which option is not one of the names for a sudden stop in effective blood circulation 
due to the failure of the heart to contract effectively?

     	      Cardiac arrest,

     	      Cardiopulmonary arrest

     	      Circulatory arrest

     	--->> myocardial infarction

4. Stroke rehabilitation cannot last more than a year.

     	      TRUE'

     	--->> FALSE'

     	      Indiffernt

     	      Not sure

5. ______  is the fluid of the cardiovascular system
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     	      water

     	--->> Blood

     	      sugar solution

     	      salt solution

6. An organic cause of altered behaviour results from a disturbance in the 
patientÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s physical or _____  state

     	      behavioural

     	      Biological

     	--->> biochemical

     	      Psychological

7. _________  is the principle buffer of the body.

     	--->> Bicarbonate (HCO3).

     	      Phosphate (HPO4).

     	      Magnesium (Mg++).

     	      Calcium (Ca++).

8. The contributing risk factors of developing coronary artery disease does not include 
_______

     	      diabetes mellitus

     	      rheumatoid arthritis in women

     	      stress and anger

     	--->> underweight

9. _______ can be used to remove atherosclerotic narrowing of the carotid artery

     	      Carotid endarterectomy

     	      carotid angioplasty c

     	--->> all of the option
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     	      none of the option

10. _____ is an abnormal decrease in the total body water and can result from several 
factors

     	      Rehydration

     	--->> Dehydration

     	      Destrose

     	      Rehabilitation
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